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we are
backbone
We support curious, untamed and 
experimental thinkers to challenge ideas and 
express themselves through many creative art forms.

Backbone is a place for learning, risk taking, and creation 
of exciting new Australian work. 

We do this through workshops, performances, festivals, 
events, resources and training, and providing space for all 
of this to happen in. 

Established in Brisbane over 30 years ago, Backbone has 
now settled into our home at the East Brisbane Bowls Club 
which we have transformed into a vibrant arts hub where 
people come to be creative, see shows, and host their own 
unique events.
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artistic vision

Fractured Identities
in fragile times
 
Video killed the radio star and the Internet brought it all back from the dead; it’s the perfect 
machine... our eyes without a face sitting there waiting for us to share our food 24/7. The impact 
of the internet on our lives is perverse. Big Brother is not watching us, we stare at him through 
the black mirrors diligently cradled in our palms always ready to send the next message, capture 
the next moment, react at the next outrage. 

We absorb media like no generation before. Handed an ipad with their baby bottles, this 
generation of young people soak pixels and digits into their psyche filtering pop ups and 
reading images as we scan over the inches in hand.  Our youth cultures have forever been
impacted through an interconnected global web, an array of influences from across the world 
and across time. 

Backbone’s 2018 program is an invitation to discuss, acknowledge and unpack the impact of the 
internet on our lives, our fractured identities in fragile times. 
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CHAIR’S REPORT

2018 represented a year of consolidation, expanding networks and providing young artists from 
across Queensland an opportunity to participate in their personal, cultural and artistic lives. It was a 
year where Backbone Youth Arts delivered on its purpose, time and again, filling the East Brisbane 
Bowls Club - and other spaces - with laughter, challenging perspectives and new ideas.

The program encompassed music events on carpark roofs, transforming everyday spaces into 
mythical venues of the past and telling stories of the Queensland Anzac legacy in graveyards. It saw 
the development of intimate works told in moving cars and artists hanging high over the bowling club 
green for the entire local community to see.

The venue found it’s stride and the team has created a home for creatives, performances and all 
manner of shenanigans. It has welcomed the community into the space, provided a hub for the years 
Backbone Festival and a home for the activities that this organisation delivers week in and week. It is 
unique in Brisbane, special and appreciated by the community surrounding it.

Like Backbone Youth Arts itself.

Last year saw long serving Joanne Dwyer depart the board and I want to take this opportunity to 
acknowledge and recognise Joanne’s massive contribution to this organisation. It is not hyperbole to 
suggest that Backbone might not exist today if it weren’t for Joanne (and others) tireless effort in hard 
times. Joining the board has been Johanna Kerrerley, Emma Churchland and Merindah Donnelly to 
help guide Backbone Youth Arts into the future.

Backbone Youth Arts continues to operate as Queensland’s youth arts organization and this year 
established that the next will be truly amazing.

Daniel Flood
Chair
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TREASURER’S REPORT

6

2018 was a big year for Backbone. As our second full year in these premises, we were able to 
significantly grow and expand our operations and revenue accordingly. Our underlying revenue 
(excluding grants and interest) increased 48% from ~$127,000 to ~$187,000 illustrating the extent 
of the expansion in operations, whilst total revenue increased 68% from ~$244,000 to $410,0000.

This significant improvement in revenue is a testament to the hard work of Katherine and the 
dedicated and hardworking staff that have put in a tremendous effort over the year.

While growing significantly at the top line, our underlying operational expenses also significantly 
grew with the expanded footprint of the organisation and additional personnel. This has led to an 
overall loss (including depreciation) of $78,680 for the year (2017: $25,300 loss).

This loss, whilst similar to that of 2016, is not sustainable going forwards as we delve into our cash 
reserves. Since December, the committee in combination with Kath and the team, has been in 
constant dialogue with regards to managing this and our future profitability to ensure we are able to 
continue to serve our members and flourish.

Whilst our cash balance significantly decreased to just under $70,000 as at 31 December 2018, this is 
largely a result of the lumpy timing of grant payments. Since 31 December 2018 to now, the 
organisation has received  close to $200,000 in additional project and operational funding.

While it was a successful year with grant funding, we remain reliant on grants and support from all 
levels of government. Alternative funding streams are core in our strategy to diversify and expand our 
revenue base to grow the organisation and lessen our reliance on government funding.

Overall, while we remain in a steady position for 2019 and are positive on our outlook as at today, our 
major focus remains ensuring costs are kept under control and managing our reliance on government 
grants.

Andrew McKenzie
Treasurer and Secretery



ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S
REPORT

In 2018 Backbone presented; a year long program involving artist residencies, workshops and
professional development centred around one theme - Fractured Identities in Fragile Times - culmi-
nating in our annual festival in October. We also supported and assisted the presentation of numerous 
events, workshops, gatherings and community driven projects throughout the year. The program and our 
projects received significant support from the Australia Council for the Arts, Arts Queensland and 
Brisbane City Council, which provided us with stable funding for the year. 

At the commencement of 2018, we had large shoes to fill with the departure of key staff; Johnny Legobye 
and Christopher Beckey who moved interstate. With this departure came a new opportunity to welcome 
people to positions within the organisation and with that the 2018 team was formed. Sampson Smith 
joined the team as our Marketing Officer, Stephen Quinn joined as our Producer for the venue and Lucas 
Stibbard commenced work in late 2017 as the Producer - Youth and Education programs, Neridah 
Waters started our Saturday workshops which was handed over to Lucinda Shaw in Term 2, who was 
joined by Paris Willament as assistant by Semester 2. 

It must be noted and commented that although very fresh in their roles, Sampson, Stephen and Lucas 
were given very little time to find their feet before I left to complete an international placement at the 
Battersea Arts Centre as part of my MFA in Cultural Leadership at NIDA. At this time, each of the staff had 
only a short period in which to learn not just their own position, but also the key areas in which my own 
role needed coverage for the month. Their work during this time and throughout the year continued to be 
exemplary, as is evidenced by the increase in our very successful 2018 program.

As a result of my time in London, I was invited to speak in Busan, South Korea with colleagues from 
London in July 2018 as part of the Future City Conference in Busan - a gathering of divergent 
perspectives from across the world, who each came together to provide perspective and insight for 
local artists. 

Our Open Source Residency Program supported 52 residents in total, who had free access to the venue 
and resources to create, generate and explore their own ideas. The output ranged from independent 
theatre productions, festivals, visual art exhibitions and zines and regular events. Each resident then 
presented work as part of the Backbone Festival in October. We worked in partnership with BlakDance to 
identify First Nations dancers who would benefit from the program and from the support of both
 organisations.

The Backbone Festival - How Soon Is Now - was a month long celebration of youth arts and culture that 
culminated in a large scale work presented in collaboration with young artists, Sydney’s Strings Attached 
and internationally recognised director - Younis Bachir. With the challenge of transforming our building 
into a spectacle site - the team worked tirelessly in the second week to train and prepare the group to 
create the work, Babel - which commented on the treatment of asylum seekers to Australia and our need 
for greater empathy and understanding of diverse cultures. 
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Under the leadership of Lucas Stibbard, our youth and education program had both a commercially 
driven in schools program and an ambitious youth ensemble. The Ensemble met three times per week to 
develop and design a new work, Ride, that they presented in the festival and also as part of the 
Valley Fiesta’s cultural Program. Our in-schools program was completely regenerated through Lucas’ 
work in schools and we saw a huge increase in our work in schools locally and regionally, where we 
offered workshops, artist residencies and other support to teachers and students throughout 2018. 

We became the new home and support organisation for Girls Rock! BNE. This program continues to have 
a huge impact on young women and their communities, and we are very proud to have become their 
home for the workshops and fundraisers. 

In many ways, 2018 was a huge success for Backbone artistically, with the support of our board
members, staff, funding partners and sponsoring organisations we were able to execute a new vision 
for not only this organisation, but our home in Brisbane. 

Katherine Quigley
Artistic Director and Chief Executive Officer
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PROJECT
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THE NUMBERS
42   Fundraisers
8   Festivals
239  Workshops
371   Unique events
52   Resident Artists
1,549  Total Artists 
67   Employees
12   Schools
65   School Workshops
10,000  Audience Members

AT A GLANCE
10,000 people participated in Backbone’s cultural offerings that ranged 
from promenade performances in cemetaries, carpark takeovers, 
festivals, workshops and an ongoing series of events at our own venue.

Of our 371 events over 365 days, 10% were fundraisers for other charities 
or arts organistions.

We delivered 304 workshops across Queensland, including delivering 
specialist workshops in 12 different Queensland schools

Full time, part time or casual employment was provided to 67 people of 
which 95% were practicing artists, and 65% were 30 & under.

We have supported a 1,549 artists to present work.
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In 2018, Backbone and the artists that call this place home continued to 
push what it means to create art in a bowls club. Brisbane is a town brimming 
with artists but lacking in affordable spaces for them. We also have few arts 
and cultural spaces that are relaxed, comfortable, and encouraging of all 
members of the community to explore their own creativity. Bowls clubs are 
inherently intergenerational, welcoming and stripped of any pretence 
inherited from theatres and galleries. They cater to everyone and are popular 
places for the whole family to enjoy. 

In 2018, we are excited to have been awarded funding from the Community 
Gambling Fund and Brisbane City Council’s Access and Inclusion Fund, and 
Arts Queensland’s Infrastructure Fund to improve our venue. We began 
planning works with architects Studio Apparatus, with the goal of the first 
stage of works to ensure Backbone has equitable access for people with 
disabilities and address the lack of bathroom facilities and pathways to the 
building for people in wheelchairs.

East Brisbane 
Bowls Club

2018 major events:

Girls Rock
Schema Festival
Backbone Festival
Babel Project
Dirty Lefty Fest

Regular Events:

Tragic Trivia presented by The Sui Ensemble
Vomit Cabaret presented by Audio Pollen Social Club
Fast and Loose presented by HalfHitch
Future Sound of Maccas presented by Max Fowler-Roy
Open Practice
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Open Source Residency program is designed to support individuals, 
groups or collectives of young artists to move their practice and 
careers to the next level and beyond. Each year, Backbone supports 
a cohort of artists with the goal of forging unique sustainable careers 
and companies.

In 2018, Open Source provided access to Backbone’s space in 
response to what would best suit the artist’s practice. Through this, a 
collection of regular event nights were created, and groups of 
artists used the space for three months of development on a new 
work. In addition to this, artists had access to industry mentors, 
resources, workshops and opportunities like attending Australian
Performing Arts Market. 

Artists then presented an outcome of their work at Backbone Festival: 
How Soon Is Now? during October 2018.

OPEN SOURCE 
RESIDENCY
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Developing WorK:
The Sui Ensemble - La Silhouette
Creating theatre that affects and involve audiences in new and innovative ways, The Sui Ensemble 
developed La Silhouette, an immersive work about the LGBTQ+ stories of Brisbane and the world.

Ruby Donohoe - Lung Water
Ruby Donohoe is a performance and art maker who investigated weaving dance, time-based 
sculpture, and performance text in Lung Water.

Stephen Quinn - The Gods Are Bored
Investigating myths, legends and gods Stephen Quinn developed performance installation The Gods 
Are Bored.

Unqualified Design Studio
Working in the space between art, architecture, events and engineering, Unqualified Design Studio 
create interactive experiences to inspire and engage audiences. 

Concerned Humans - Nina
Performance and art-making collective Concerned Humans combined animation and live performance 
to create Nina.

Global Sanctuary - Linking Generations
The Forum Theatre project is aimed at investigating, creating awareness and conversation about the 
increasing gap between elders and young people within refugee and migrant backgrounds. 

Spilt Milk Collective - Moth by Declan Greene
Spilt Milk Collective produced Moth by Australian playwright Declan Greene.

Kendall Layt - Turtle Juice Records 
Working with LGBTA+ musicians, Kendall created Turtle Juice Records; using the resources at 
Backbone to record with the first artists to be featured on the label.

Lexicon
Local band developing live performance approach, producing multiple event nights throughout the 
year and planning touring.

BLAKDANCE
In 2018 Backbone partnered with BlakDance to engage first nations artists in the Open Source 
Residency program. In 2018, BlakDance awarded residencies to: Thomas Kelly & Karul Projects, 
eXcelsior, and Katina Olsen & Aleks Borys. 
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Backbone Festival:
How Soon Is Now?
4 - 27 October

The tyrannical grip of the internet incites rebellion against cold and 
passive interactions, leaving humanity searching for places to be 
touched and for artworks that move them. In a world where all is shared, 
from our breakfast to our relationships, where can we find those 
unforgettable intimate moments that add unpredictable dimensions to 
the rectangular screens we see ourselves framed in?

Backbone Festival: How Soon Is Now featured work from a network of 
local and international artists on-site at Backbone from October 4th to 
October 27th, 2018.

Uniquely, Backbone Festival is driven by a group of young producers 
who work alongside Backbone Staff and artists to deliver the festival. 

BACKBONE FESTIVAL TEAM:
Esther Dougherty, Siobhan Martin, Patrick McGreevy, Sam Girvan.

ARTISTS: 
Open Source Residents, Declan Beetson, ∑gg√e|n, Ha Na, Blaq Carrie, 
Superfeather, Pandamic, Perve Endings, Guava Lava, Double Bummer, 
Cold Pie, Łexicøn, Stain, Unbound, FROWN, Kaviti
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babel project
backbone festival
15 - 27 October

During Backbone Festival, 16 young artists had the chance to work with 
internationally renowned Younes Bachir (previously of La Fura Dels Baus) 
for two weeks. With the help of Strings Attached (Sydney) the group 
worked under the facilitation of Younes to create a performance 
responding to the global refugee crisis. The performance uniquely worked 
with the venue’s outdoor space, with the performance taking place on the 
rooftop of our building as well as on a 40 meter crane over the building and 
greens. Audiences gathered on the greens, in the streets, and watched 
from their balconies. 

ARTISTS:
Younes Bachir, Strings Attached, Tara Pattenden, Carla Ori, Sampson 
Smith, Ashleigh Djokic, Patrick McGreevy, Jamee Campbell, Daniel Gough, 
Eli Victoria Free, Ruby Donohoe, Stephen Quinn, Esther Dougherty, Sarah 
Stafford, Gina Limpus, Karleigh Honeybrooke, Cloe Fournier, Madeleine 
Kinraid, Maja Hanna, Katherine Quigley.
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Backbone 
ENSEMBLE
Backbone Ensemble is a collection of young artists brought together for 
a year of work under the facilitation of an industry leader.

With facilitation from performance maker, Lucas Stibbard, Backbone’s 
2018 performance Ensemble devised a new work Ride, and used this 
opportunity to perform at the Backbone Festival, Valley Fiesta, and 
Festival of Australian Student Theatre (FAST) at La Boite.

BACKBONE ENSEMBLE MEMBERS 2018:
Damian Tatum, Sean McCarthy, Ruby Donohoe, Jasmin Flynn, Gina Tay 
Limpus, Ben Mostert, Eli Free, Bailey Smart, Liv Brand, Christopher 
Paton, Persephone Hitzke-Dean, Indiah Morris, Georgia Politakis, 
Kristin Sparks, Julia Bardetta, Riley Finn Anderson, Tyler Harris, Bella 
Scattini, Tiana Jade, Vivienne Abitia, Kurtis Laing, Claire McFadeyn, 
Stephanie Elliot, Alice England, Nathaniel Young.
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VALLEY 
FIESTA
31 August - 2 September 

In 2018 Backbone partnered with Valley Fiesta, Secure Parking, Australian 
Event Productions, and 4ZZZ to deliver a program of unique events on the 
rooftop of Chinatown Car Park.

RIDE
Backbone Ensemble showcased their first development of Ride. This 
version saw audiences meeting in the Chinatown Mall, and taken into the 
car park where they were invited to hear and share stories performed in 
vehicles. Audience members were driven to the rooftop where they were 
surprised with a rooftop party hosted by Backbone. Ride was performed on 
August 31st and September 1st.

BACKBONE FESTIVAL PROGRAM LAUNCH
On the 1st of September the Backbone Festival team used the Rooftop 
space to celebrate the launch of Backbone Festival program of events. The 
night featured music from Magic Person, Daggy Man and Scraps.

4ZZZ ROOFTOP OASIS
On the 2nd of September Backbone supported our partners, 4ZZZ, in 
hosting an afternoon of music on the Chinatown Car Park Rooftop. The 
afternoon featured local bands Gabriella Cohen, WHALEHOUSE, Sweater 
Curse and The Ancient Bloods.
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THIS IS HOW
WE DO IT
Backbone’s workshops for children and young people provide a year 
round opportunity for the next generation of artists, critical thinkers and 
creative entrepreneurs to hone their skills and develop their craft. This Is 
How We Do It operates in two streams:

AT BACKBONE
These are fun, inclusive, and inspiring weekly workshops where young 
people ages 6 - 16 can learn essential performance skills from 
industry leaders. Participants in these workshops are empowered to 
explore their creativity, and are given the tools to create dynamic and 
meaningful performance about topics that matter to them in a 
respectful, safe and diverse environment.

IN SCHOOLS
Backbone specialises in tailoring individual and unique programs for 
each school community we work with. In 2018, we were proud to work 
with 12 schools across Brisbane, Mt Isa, Redcliffe and Gold Coast.
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mini change 
makers
9 - 13 April

Presented as a part of Youth Week 2018, Mini Change Makers is a frame-
work that asks young people aged 7 - 17 about what causes they care 
about, and how they would like to make change happen.

In 2018, a group of 3 young people participated the first Mini Change Mak-
ers, choosing the environment as their topic. They participated in a week-
long series of workshops under the facilitation of Katherine Quigley, meet-
ing with community leaders such as Jonathan Sri.

Over the week, the participants developed The Adani Show which included 
theatre, video art, memes, and trivia. This work was also presented at the 
Brisbane Writers Festival in September.

ARTISTS:
Katherine Quigley, Ashleigh Djokic, Nevin Howell, Stephen Quinn, Rosey 
Maffey Bland, Riley Maffey Bland and Jackson Maffey.
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their name liveth 
forevermore
24 - 28 April

In partnership with Brisbane City Council and  Toowong Cemetery 
Backbone re-mounted Their Name Liveth Forevermore, a promenade 
performance in the Toowong Cemetery commemorating the ANZAC 
Ceremony.

ARTISTS:
Writer: Chris Beckey
Director: Lucas Stibbard
Producer: Katherine Quigley
Associate Producer: Stephen Quinn
Designer: Sarah Winter
Performed by: Ron Kelly, Ben Mostert, Cameron Clark, Georgia 
Politakis, Kurtis Laing, Bella Scattini, Stephanie Elliot and 
Stephen Quinn.
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Dinopocolypse 
9, 11, 16, 18 MAY

The dinosaurs are real, and they are here. Brisbane arts collective Ruckus 
developed and presented this immersive experience as a part of Anywhere 
Festival 2018.

ARTISTS
Directed and produced by Ruckus Brisbane | Angela Peita, Megan 
Bartholomew, Cameron Cliff, Adrian Teveluwe

Cast | Luke Koster, Harry Jensen, Nick Wiggins, Admas Tewodros, Lauren 
Hale, Felix Palmerson, Maddi Jane Romke, Aiden Burney-Kilner, Phoebe 
Manning, Angela Peita

Costume design | Caitlin Strongarm (masks) 
and Megan Bartholomew (props)
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total attack
festival
6 MAY

Total Attack is an annual not for profit music festival run by the punk 
community in Brisbane. Since 2011, the festival has raised significant 
funds for the Asylum Seeker Resource Center in Victoria while 
providing a safe space for people of all ages to enjoy some of the best 
local and interstate underground music Australia has to offer. Backbone 
was proud to host the event on the 6th of May, with 7 local and national 
musicians taking the stage.

ARTISTS
DECAPITATED MUM (QLD), BERZERKER BOYZ (NSW), FRAME 313 
(NSW), SICKLE (QLD), GRIEG (QLD), CREEP DIETS (VIC), 
DEFENESTRATION (VIC)
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SCHEMA
FESTIVAL
4 - 5 AUGUST

The inaugural SCHEMA Festival gathered Performers, Artists, Markets 
Stalls, Food Vendors, and Youth Support Services for a two day event that 
promoted Youth Mental Health and Environmental Action.

This all ages event featured over 50 of Brisbane’s best Bands, MCs, DJs, 
and Performers over three indoor and outdoor stages.

ARTISTS
Like Thieves, NERVE, Deadlights, 16Fingers, Adriatic, AeonMind, All Hours, 
APATE, APEman, Atticus Chimps, Baltimore Gun Club, Biggie Nixz, Cheney, 
ChocolateStrings, Deadbeat Dave (Deadbeat Society), Dr.Parallax, Ele-
phant, End Us, Ffirth, Fire Away, For The Wolves, Former Angels, Friday 
Marmalade, GORDZ ONER & M3110W, Grammar tha God, Greywood, 
Hayden John, HEART EATER, He Danced Ivy, Homeless Yellow, Hudson 
Valentine, Indica, Kold Creature, LTK, Lucid Louie, Lucy Francesca Dron, 
Lunchtime, Massic, MC Dynasty, Native Bones MC n Big Noyz, Oldtown 
band, Peacekeepers, Pretty Cruel, Rainman (DJ Set), Regular Gonzales, 
Remain - Hip Hop, Rinsed Out Records, SANFRED, Serene, Serial Killer 
Dinner Party, Stub Born, The Arturos, The Blockades, The Silencio, Timothy 
James Wright, Tokyo Twilight, Trinatyde, Upon a Falling Empire, VAELA, 
Wise Man Say
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A Modern Guide to 
Heroism and 
Sidekickery 
9 FEB

This one-woman show combines storytelling, poetry, comedy, shadow 
puppetry and physical theatre to ask questions like: ‘What happens if 
you accidentally become a hero?’, ‘What happens if you don’t?’, ‘Why 
isn’t there a word for a male damsel?’, and ‘Why don’t women’s clothes 
have adequate pockets?’. This showing was held to share the work 
before it toured nationally and internationally.

ARTISTS
Michelle Zahner
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dirty lefty
fest
2 - 4 FEB

Community fundraiser for Asylum Seeker Resource Centre.

ARTISTS:
DJ Rinu, Louis Burdett, Blend 42 From Outerspace, Bonnie Hart, Special 
Kay, D’Rad MC, MIX n MATCH, MADBOOTS, COLLAPSICON, The Great 
Shame, Kimbeaux, D-Max, Ultra Material, Benzo Boys, Black Meat, Terra 
Mater, Ascot Stabber, Soot, Cannon, Jamie and the Debt, Lunch Lady, DJ 
Archie Jacobsen, Bremen Town Musician, Evelyn Hartogh, Amaringo, XinO, 
∑gg√e|n, Scraps, En Kernaghan Band, Star Slushy.
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rainbow
families
22 JULY

Rainbow Families Qld represents LGBTQIA+ families and prospective 
families across Queensland. Backbone supported Rainbow Families 
with their re-launch event; a community picnic on the greens.

ARTISTS:
Leni Peirano, Aunty Dawn Daylight, Carmen and Cookie & Captain 
Dreamboat.
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GIRLS ROCK! 
BRISBANE
24 - 29 SEPTEMBER

Empowering girls, trans and gender non-conforming youth aged 10-17 
through a week-long mentorship program, Girls Rock! Brisbane (GR!BNE) 
encourages creativity, self-expression and teamwork through music.

Over five days participants are mentored by some of Brisbane’s finest 
female musicians and form their own band, learn an instrument, watch live 
music performances, participate in creative workshops and write an 
original song that they perform at the end of week showcase.

GR!BNE provides a safe environment for girls to express their creativity; 
the school holiday camp helps them to take pride in their accomplishments 
and learn not to apologise for making some noise!
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london’s
calling ball
10 NOVEMBER

The Sui Ensemble presented a night of live music, performance and 
drag to fundraise for their trip with Backbone to Battersea Arts Centre 
in London in 2019. The Sui Ensemble have worked with Backbone since 
2017 developing their capacity for community fundraising events.

ARTISTS:
The Architects of Sound, Chance Collective, Scarlett Fever, Tina 
Bikki, Chocolate Box, ShuShu Funtanna, Christina Draguilera, Richie 
LeStrange, Quiche Loraine, Sellma Soul, Sable Blaque, Solar Flair, 
ÚMBRIEL, Kendall Layt, Chelle JvR
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Rusted Satellites: 
Dead Air
24 NOVEMBER

Rusted Satellites presented Dead Air, a night of ambient and experimental 
music featuring artists from around Australia. Headlined by Lawrence 
English and Sophie Hutchings, Dead Air took place at Backbone Youth Arts, 
and featured 10 artists across two stages, with proceeds going to 4ZZZfm.

ARTISTS:
Lawrence English, Sophie Hutchings, McKisko, The Scrapes, Uboa, Ma Ya 
Ga Ng Re Ne, Cloud Tangle, Mekema, Timothy Fairless
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partners

funding partners

project partners
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